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MEET THE GREAT HAMMERHEAD SHARK "NEMESIS" IN 3D!

Meet Nemesis, one of the many endangered great hammerhead sharks that spends
her winters in Bimini, The Bahamas. Working with a team of collaborators, including
Digital Life and VRTUL, we're proud to announce the only accurate 3D model of a great
hammerhead shark. This interactive project has garnered a lot of attention on social
media and in the press. Click here to read the full story, access press articles and play

with Nemesis on Sketchfab.

LOGGERHEAD HATCHLING RESCUE AT R/V ANGARI
We're heroes, or so we'd like to think!
When R/V ANGARI's relief captain
spotted a loggerhead sea turtle
hatchling in distress, the team jumped
into action! Thanks to Loggerhead
Marinelife Center for taking such good
care of the hatchling before returning it
to the ocean. Watch on YouTube.

COVID-19 RELIEF FOR RESEARCH EXPEDITIONS

During these challenging times, we
remain committed to supporting marine
science research by providing R/V
ANGARI at minimal cost. In response to
e ects of COVID-19 on research
funding, several of our donors have
provided additional donations to help
o set expedition costs to scientists.
These funds are being allocated to R/V
ANGARI expeditions through the end of
2020. Learn more about chartering and

help support marine science research.

SET SAIL WITH OCEAN EXPERT EXCHANGE THIS FALL
We're back with more LIVE Ocean Expert
Exchange (OEE) webinars with marine
science and tech experts! We have four
engaging events lined up for the fall,
each welcoming audiences of all ages
with a presentation on the speaker's
area of expertise followed by Q&A. Can't
join us live? Recordings are available on
demand! OEE is co-hosted by ANGARI
Foundation and the University of Florida
TESI Scientist in every Florida School
program.

EXPLORING HURRICANE DORIAN'S IMPACT ON MARINE LIFE

On September 30th, we teamed up with South Florida PBS and Changing Seas to host

Hurricane Dorian: Impacts Below the Surface - an engaging live panel discussion with
experts from the Perry Institute for Marine Science, Bahamas Marine Mammal
Research Organisation and Friends of the Environment. We want to thank our
partners and the hundreds of viewers who participated for making the event a
success! View recording of livestream.

POPULAR #ANGARIDEEPDIVE IS EXPANDING
Our popular monthly #ANGARIDEEPDIVE
is expanding to cover important news
and information about the latest science
and education regarding our marine
environment. Focus will be on Florida,
the Caribbean and the Gulf of Mexico
plus major national and international
news. Stay updated on our website and
follow #ANGARIDEEPDIVE on our social
media platforms for interesting
educational content, breaking news and
in-depth articles.

ANGARI TEAM SPOTLIGHT
We're pleased to welcome R. Michael
Brown as our new Director of Media &
Marketing. Mike was most recently the
Director of Operations and Marketing
for Junior Achievement and before that
the Director of Communications for the
prestigious Town of Palm Beach Civic
Association. He has geotechnical, media
and marketing experience in multiple
industries.

ANGARI STAFF RETURNS TO FOUNDATION HEADQUARTERS
Following months of working remotely,
the ANGARI sta has returned to their
o ces full-time, after Palm Beach
County entered COVID-19 Phase 2
reopening. ANGARI Foundation is still
operating under strict social distancing,
face mask and sanitizing procedures.
While we're not welcoming visitors yet,
feel free to give us a call and say hello!

MEDIA PARTNER: SOUTH FLORIDA LUXURY GUIDE
"At South Florida Luxury Guide, we
believe that the true meaning of luxury
is the ability to give back. We are proud
to partner with ANGARI to support
marine research and conservation
because it is so important to our
environmental well-being, especially in
South Florida." -- Lynette Janac,
CEO/Publisher Luxury Guide

LIKE, SHARE & REVIEW!
Friends, please help us share what we
do with others! If you've enjoyed
working with us onboard R/V ANGARI, in
a classroom or out in the community, let
us know by leaving us a positive review
on our Facebook Page and Google!

Thank you!
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